As in the 1-loop and 2-loop models, the coincidence problem is also naturally solved in the 3-loop effective Yang-Mills condensate (YMC) dark energy model, which has a more complicated and renormalizatio-group improved Lagrangian. For an initial YMC dark energy ranging over ∼ 33 order in magnitude during the BigBang nucleosynthesis (BBN) era, the dynamics of models, with or without coupling to the matter, always have a tracking solution achieving the current Ω Λ ≃ 0.73 and Ω m ≃ 0.27. In particular, if YMC decays into matter due to coupling, the dark energy era starts around z ≃ 0.5, and the equation of state (EoS) of YMC crosses −1 at z > 0.6, as indicated by the recent preliminary observations. PACS numbers: 95.36.+x, 98.80.Cq, 04.40.Nr, 04.62+v 
Introduction
Observations on the type Ia Supernova [1] , CMB anisotropies [2] and large scale structure (LSS) [3] all indicate that the energy content of the present Universe should be Ω Λ ≃ 0.73 and Ω m ≃ 0.27. To interpret the nature of mysterious dark energy driving the current accelerating expansion of universe, there have been several types of models proposed. The simplest one is the cosmological constant Λ, which can fit the observations so far, but it has the coincidence problem. (Since the matter density evolves as ρ m ∝ a(t) −3 and ρ Λ ∼ constant throughout the history of the Universe, the initial value of ρ Λ /ρ m has to be chosen with great precision to achieve ρ m ∼ 0.37ρ Λ today [4] ). Moreover, if Λ were interpreted to arise from the vacuum fluctuations of quantum fields [5] , the "fine-tuning" difficulty, i.e., why at present the vacuum energy of a scale 10 −3 ev is so tiny compared to the typical scales in particle physics, also
exists. The coincidence problem may be solved if the dark energy results from some dynamic field with a tracker behavior, i.e., the field is subdominant during early stages of expansion, runs into the attractor at late time and becomes dominant as the dark energy at last. Attempts have been made in scalar kind of models are the quintessence [6] , k-essence [7] , phantom [8] , quintom [9] , etc. However, for a dynamic field model to solve the problem, it is required not only that the standard Big Bang nucleosynthesis and the recombination occur as usual, but also that the matter era must be long enough for structure formation. Moreover, the solution needs to be a stable tracker, insensitive to the initial conditions. These criteria are difficult for the scalar models to fulfil [10] . There are also other interesting models based on either the effective gravity [11] , or on the Born-Infeld quantum condensate [12] , or on the vector-like fields [13] .
In our previous work [14] a dynamic model is proposed, in which the renormalization-group improved effective YMC serves as the dark energy. Aiming at the coincidence problem, for the 1-loop model the simple non-coupling case is discussed in Ref. [15] , and the generic coupling case is extensively studied in Ref. [16] . Then the model is further extended to include the 2-loop quantum corrections [17] , in which the coupling and non-coupling cases are studied. For quite generic initial conditions the model always has the desired tracking behavior, naturally solving the coincidence problem. Moreover, for the coupling case with YMC decaying into matter, EoS of YMC crosses -1, as indicated by the preliminary observational data [18] [19] [20] [21] .
Unlike the scalar models, our model is based upon Yang-Mills fields and does not suffer from the difficulties of scalar models mentioned in Ref. [22] . The effective YM condensate in our model is basically a boson field system at low temperatures, and the dark energy is viewed as the ground state energy. For this field system the ground state is notoriously very complicated and the quantum effects are more important at lower energies, just like the superfluid. Therefore, for the effective theory to describe the dark energy, it would be desired if one can go to high order quantum corrections as far as possible. Here we will extend our YMC dark energy model to the 3-loop. In this paper the unit with c =h = 1 is used.
The Effective Lagrangian of 3-Loop YM Condensate
In the renormalization-group improved effective YM field theory [23] [24] [25] , the running coupling constant depends on the field strength, and, up to the 3-loop [26] [27], should have the following form 
− 1, and the numerical coefficients β 0 , β 1 , β 2 are given in Ref. [27] . It should be stressed that, although the 1-loop and 2-loop corrections are uniquely fixed, the 3-loop correction to g 2 is renormalization-scheme dependent, so is the coefficient C [28] . For simplicity, we only discuss the case of pure "electric" condensate with F = E 2 . As suggested by Eq.(1), the effective Lagrangian, defined as L ef f = F/2g 2 (F ), is given by
where the variable y ≡ τ + 1 = ln |F/κ 2 |, and δ is a dimensionless parameter representing higher order corrections. It must be emphasized that the term of C/τ 3 in Eq. (1) should be viewed as the quantum correction contribution from higher orders. Therefore, the corresponding term of C/(y − 1 + δ) is neglected from Eq. (2), and, to work in the same order of approximation, the terms of the same order are also to be neglected in calculating the energy density and pressure in the following. In the bracket of Eq. (2) the η term is the 2-loop contribution, and the η 2 term is the 3-loop one, which adds no new parameter other than the 2-loop model. L ef f in Eq. (2) maintains the gauge invariance and the Lorentz invariance. As
Adler explains [25] , renormalization group estimates are formally valid whenever the running coupling g 2 is small in magnitude (i.e., F/κ 2 ≫ 1, giving g 2 positive, and F/κ 2 ≪ 1, giving The spacetime of the Universe is described by a spatially flat Robertson-Walker metric
The YMC is a major cosmic component in the Universe. To be concordant with the isotropy of the Universe, one may take an SU(2) YM field with a highly symmetric configuration A b 0 = 0 and A b i = φ(t)δ bi , where φ(t) is a function of t and b = 1, 2, 3 [29] . From the effective Lagrangian in Eq. (2), ignoring the contribution from higher order quantum corrections, follow the energy density and the pressure of YMC
where
As a consistency check, the well-known conformal trace anomaly [24] [30]
is satisfied up to the 3-loop. This important property has prompted our choice of the effective Lagrangian in Eq. (2) . Also the form of the stress tensor T µν of YM fields is consistent with homogeneity and isotropy of the Universe. The EoS for the YMC is given by
If one ignores the terms of η 2 from Eq. (1) through Eq. (5), the 2-loop model [17] is obtained, and if one sets η = 0, the 1-loop model [16] is recovered. For comparison, we plot ρ y , p y , and w in Fig.1 for both the 3-loop, 2-loop and 1-loop model, respectively. One can see that ρ y , p y , and w in the 3-loop model have similar shapes to those in the 2-loop and 1-loop ones, respectively. At high energies y → ∞, ρ y and p y are positive, and the EoS of YMC approaches to that of a radiation, w → 1/3. At low energies y < 2.1, p y and w become negative, and at y < −0.8 the weak energy condition [14] [31] [32] is violated, ρ y + p y < 0, and w crosses −1. Therefore, the YMC itself has a smooth EoS, transiting from radiation to matter, and to dark energy. In particular, within the range of the variable y ≃ (−1.5, 80) attainable in our model of cosmic dynamic evolution, the physical quantities ρ y , p y , and w are smooth, quite similar to the 2-loop and 1-loop model. The scale κ can be fixed by requiring ρ y at present be equal to ∼ 0.73ρ c , where ρ c is the critical density, yielding κ 1/2 ≃ 7.5 h 1/2 0 × 10 −3 eV , where h 0 is the Hubble parameter. In comparison, here κ 1/2 is much smaller than 200 Mev for QCD in Refs. [24] and [25] . Therefore, the "fine-tuning" problem, i.e., why κ is so small, is also present in our model.
The Cosmic Evolution By the YM Condensate
In our model the Universe is filled with three kinds of major energy components: the dark energy represented by the YMC, the matter (baryons and dark matter), and the radiation (consisting of CMB and other massless particles). The overall cosmic expansion is determined by the Friedmann equations
where ρ m is the energy density of the matter, and ρ r is of the radiation. The dynamical evolutions of the three components are given bẏ
where p r is the radiation pressure, Γ is the decay rate of the YMC into matter, a parameter of the model. If Γ = 0, the YMC does not couple to the matter. If Γ > 0, the term Γρ y in Eqs. (11) and (12) represents the rate of energy transfer from the YMC to the matter. Likewise, a YMC-radiation coupling may also be included, and, for simplicity, here it is not included.
The sum of Eqs. (11), (12) , and (13) guarantees that the total energy of the three components is still conserved. In terms of the variable N ≡ ln a(t), x ≡ ρ m / 1 2 bκ 2 , r ≡ ρ r / 1 2 bκ 2 , and y, the set of equations, (10) through (13) , take the following form:
This set of equations are much more complicated than those in the 1-loop [16] and the 2-loop
[17] models. Once the parameters Γ and δ, as well as the initial conditions, are specified, the solution of this set of equations follows immediately.
As an example, we take the parameter δ = 4 and the decay rate Γ = 0.25H. The initial conditions for Eqs. (14) through (17) are chosen at a very high redshift z i = 10 10 during the BBN era. To ensure the equality of radiation-matter occurring at a redshift z = 3454 [2] , the initial radiation and matter are taken as
To ensure the BBN as usual [33] , the initial YMC fraction should be ∼ 10% or less [15] [17] .
For concreteness we take the upper limit
For a whole range of initial y i = (1, 74), i.e.,
orders in magnitude, the dynamical evolution has a desired sequence of tracking solutions, i.e., during the radiation era the YMC follows the radiation as ρ y ∝ ρ r ∝ a(t) −4 , and then during the matter era it follows the matter approximately as ρ y ∝ ρ m ∝ a(t) ⇒ Ω y ≃ 0.73 and w z=0 ≃ −1.06, but Γ = 0.4H ⇒ Ω y ≃ 0.69 and w z=0 ≃ −1.1. The desired evolution can be also realized for a variety of non-constant couplings, and we have examined such as Γ = 0.12He −y , and Γ = 0.02He y/4 (2 + y)/(1 + y) describing the YMC decaying into fermions and gauge bosons [16] [36] . Overall, the 3-loop dynamic behaviors are quite similar to those of the 2-loop [17] and the 1-loop model [16] . The main difference from the 2-loop model [17] is that, in the 3-loop model, the universe transits from the matter era to the dark energy era more recently at z ≃ 0.5, than at z ≃ 0.6 predicted by the 2-loop model. Moreover, theoretically, to describe the ground state of a many-boson system at low temperatures, the 3-loop model is more adequate than the 2-loop one.
So far, the existence of crossing −1 and its corresponding redshift z are still to be confirmed by future observations. If it turns out that the EoS w ≥ −1, our model will still be viable for the non-coupling case with Γ = 0, in which the dynamic evolution is similar to the coupling cases, but w does not cross, only approaches to −1. If future observations tell that w does cross −1 before z ∼ 0.6, this will be easily achieved in our coupling models, also. For example, taking y i = 72 in our model will make crossing −1 occur around z ≃ 1.5, as suggested in Ref. [37] . In Fig.5 we compare the observed expansion rate H(z) [38] with the predicted by ΛCDM model [37] [38] and by our model. Both models agree approximately with the observations. The observed dip of H(z) around z ∼ 1.5 [38] is difficult for both models. But H(z) in our model is slightly lower than that in ΛCDM model and is closer to the dip. It should be pointed that if the YMC decays into matter and radiation, both ρ m and ρ y will asymptotically remain as constant, i.e., the future of the universe is a steady state, quite similar to that of the Steady State model [39] . Therefore, in a sense, our model bridges between the Big Bang and the Steady State.
Summary and Discussion
It is amazing to notice that the 3-loop quantum YMC dark energy model also naturally solves the coincidence problem, yielding the same picture of dynamic evolution as that in the 1-loop and the 2-loop models. In comparison, the transition to the dark energy era occurs more recently than the 2-loop model. The YMC is subdominant during the early stages, so the nucleosynthesis and the recombination occur as in the standard Big Bang cosmology.
Moveover, the matter era is also long enough for the structure formation. Since the effective Lagrangian has been determined by the renormalization-group improved quantum corrections, it has no new parameters other than the 2-loop case: κ, Γ, and δ. As said earlier, the parameter κ needs to be viewed as a scale of new physics. Regarding to the effective YMC model, two apparent "hyper stabilities" are to be noticed. Firstly, the basic picture predicted by the 1-loop model is "stable", that is, although the 2-loop and the 3-loop corrections have much lengthier formulae, the subsequent modifications to dynamics of the 1-loop model are minor, and the overall feature of physics is similar to the 1-loop model. Secondly, for the initial ρ yi ranging over 33 orders in magnitude, in both coupling and non-coupling cases, the tracking behavior of YMC always exists, which is a stable attractor.
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